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Playbook Page(s) used: 

22 or use Principles below.

NOTE: This is the perfect game to play after the Principle Contest to continue reinforcing the Rules 
to the Money Game.

Costumes/ProPs needed:

Little stuffed cow (or other animal), flip chart, markers, masking tape, principles on the wall, 2 
moola for each player in winning team., 1 for second place.

main objeCtives:

To review the Creative Wealth Principles, aka Rules to the Money Game•	
To build teamwork•	
Be resourceful (they can use the principles on the wall to find the answers)•	

key terms, CallbaCks:

Principles, rules to the money game, teamwork

PrinCiPles, sayings, deClarations:

I play the money game to win!

suggested enrolling Questions:

How many of you like to play games? And how many of you want to win THE MONEY GAME? 
Great. And what do you have to know to win the game? Right...The Rules. So let’s play a game that 
makes it easy for you to learn and remember the rules to the money game faster and easier.

set uP/PreParation:

Put two lines of masking tape on the floor as shown below about 10 feet apart and a small X in the 
middle on the floor where the cow will sit. Divide class into two teams by having them call out 
Financial and Freedom. Have one team on your left and one group on your right, outside of the lines 
of the tape on the floors.  The floor will look like this.

   TEAM 1   X   TEAM 2
   Players          Money   Players
               Cow

The Money Cow Game
Use with Camp Millionaire and The Money Game
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dialogue:

OK, you have 30 seconds to come up with a team name. Go!

Have each team give you their team name and write it on the flip chart (see below).

OK, now you have two minutes to come up with a team cheer. Go!

Have each team demonstrate their team cheer. 

Now here’s how we play...we (instructors) are going to take turns reading the principles you just 
went over during the Principle Contest (see Principle Context Activity Lesson) and we’re going to 
leave out a couple of the words but they might not be the same words that were left out before. 

You have to wait for us to finish reading the principle so you know what you have to fill in. So, can 
you cross the line before we finish reading the principle? (NO). 

Once we finish reading the principle, if you think you can say the entire principle, you run in and 
grab the cow, do a figure-8 with it between your legs, balance the cow on your head (you can’t be 
holding it) and recite the entire principle. The team CAN NOT help. 

If the person who grabs the cow drops the cow or isn’t able to recite the principle correctly, you 
GENTLY (make a big funny deal out of this:-) put the cow back down on the X and the cow is fair 
game and anyone else from the team. The team who gets it, gets a point on the flip chart board (see 
next page). 

Raise your hand if you understand the rules...Great. Let’s play!

Do this for as many or as few principles as you wish. The team with the most points each wins a 
moola.

FliP Chart:

Put the names of the teams on two sides of the flip chart  
and use to tally points. Winning side each gets a moola.

Team #1 Name Team #2 Name
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rules to the money game

1. Financial freedom is your _________. (choice)

2. You are the CEO of your life; financial _________ is your responsibility. (freedom)

3. Your thoughts, __________ and attitudes determine your wealth potential. (beliefs)

4. Being _______ is a temporary financial condition, being _______ is a state of mind. (broke, poor)

5. _________ it, _________ it, ___________ it down. (see, say, write)

6. Life is an adventure; let __________ be your guide. (passion)

7. To be financially successful, learn the _____________ of money. (language)

8. Money is a ___________ to reach your dreams. (tool)

9. Money buys you stuff, not _______________. (happiness)

10. Make money grow by putting it to ___________ for you. (work)

11. Pay yourself _____________. (first)

12. To create financial freedom, ______ the energy of money wisely. (invest)

13. People don’t _____ to fail, they fail to ______. (plan, plan)

14. It’s not how much money you make that’s important, it’s how much you _______. (keep)

15. If you can’t afford it in ____ , you can’t afford it at all. (cash)

16. Save early, save __________. (often)

17. Financial success comes from managing __________, not avoiding it. (managing)

18. Interest is only ___________ when you’re _____________ it. (interesting, receiving)

19. Don’t put all your financial ___________ into one basket. (eggs)

20. Invest with your head, not your __________. (heart)

21. Assets  ________ you, liabilities ________ you. (feed, eat)

22.  It is better to tell your money where to _____ than to ask where it _______. (go, went)

23. Only ____________ money when it’s going to ________ you money. (borrow, make)

24.  People aren’t judged by their _________, but by the sum of their _________. (abiltites, choices)

25. If you don’t know where you’re ___________, any road will take you there. (going)

26. Creating Financial Freedom is simply a matter of developing the right _______. (habits)


